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Abstract—Passing during power plays in hockey is a crucial component to move one’s team closer to scoring a goal. With the use of women’s ice hockey event and tracking data from the elimination round games during the 2022 Winter Olympics, we evaluate passing and assess players’ risk-reward behaviours in these high intensity moments. We develop a model for probabilistic passing that accounts for the order of arrival to a desired location and potential interceptions along the way. This model is based on a player-specific motion model and a puck motion model that determines how far each player can reach in the time it takes the puck to get to a target. In addition, we model the rink control for each team and the scoring probability of the offensive team. These models are then combined into novel metrics for quantifying where a pass should be made throughout the available power plays and compare them to the optimal options at that time. This can be used to identify players’ risk-reward tendencies and can be used by coaches when selecting which players are best suited for a power play given the circumstances of the game.

I. INTRODUCTION

Key elements of a power play include maintaining puck possession and putting your team in an advantageous position to shoot on goal. Players that make the decision to pass need to do so quickly and strategically. They need to consider the speeds of all players and how hard to deliver the puck so that it will result in a completed pass and will not be intercepted along the way. In addition, while on a power play, a player would ideally be passing to a player that is in a good position to shoot and potentially score. As hockey is a fast paced game with many complex and moving parts, quantifying the various physical and psychological elements surrounding a pass is no small task.

In this work, we investigate passing in women’s Olympic power plays by determining the probability of interception, the ice control of each team, and the shot potential at each location on the ice. These complex metrics are then be combined to evaluate the quality of attempted passes, as well as compare to other possible passes. By contrasting the passes made and the available passes, we determine which players are making the best decisions on where to pass in order to put their team in a beneficial position and maintain possession. Next, by analyzing multiple passes per player, we evaluate players’ risk-reward behaviours as well as their overall passing performance.

II. DATA PREPARATION

The data for this work has been provided by Stathletes and includes information on power play events and their associated tracking data for the 2022 Olympic women’s elimination hockey games. Event data includes information on shots, takeaways, face-offs, passes, and much more along with the time, involved players’ names, locations, and other relevant details. Tracking data was generated from broadcast video at 30 frames per second. For our work, we use data that has been cleaned by [The Bucketless] and contains adjustments for coordinates, corrections for player and team mislabellings, added jersey numbers where missing values occur, and estimated track locations for players that jump in and out of tracked frames.

As our focus is on assessing pass quality in offensive plays, we restrict the data we use to include only direct passes in the offensive zone. For consistency across events, we convert all values so that they occur in the right half of the ice. To ensure we are evaluating situations fairly, we remove any passes where the tracking data consisted of only one team, or less than two players of either team. We were further able to increase the number of passing plays which met this criteria by incorporating the passer and receiver locations as defined in the event data if either player is out of the related camera shot. This gave us a total of 289 passes to evaluate.

III. THE Math BEHIND THE PASS

As we proceed through the math used to evaluate each pass, we use the example of the pass made on February 16, 2022 in the Olympic bronze medal game between Finland and Switzerland. In the third period, Finland’s #33 attempted a direct pass to Finland’s #16 as shown in Figure 1. The decision to make this pass was critical as it led to a Finnish goal shortly after. Throughout this paper, we show how this pass can be evaluated in various different ways to quantify the overall potential a pass to this location contains.

A. Motion Modelling

In order to develop a proper passing evaluation model, we first model movement for both the players and the puck. Fu-jimura and Sugihara [2005] provide a movement model that takes resistive force into consideration. This results in players having a maximum speed, along with a much more realistic movement in comparison to previous models [Voronoï [1908] Taki and Hasegawa [2000]. We use this model to provide predictions for the positions of our players, \( P = (x, y) \) at a given time \( t \), using (1). Here, a player starts at location \( P_0 = (x_0, y_0) \), with initial speed \( v = (v_x, v_y) \), and begins accelerating in the direction \( \hat{u} \) at \( t = 0 \), with the assumption

\[ \phi \] is relative to the x-axis and within the interval of \((−\pi, \pi]\).
that she will be able to reach the maximum speed in any direction. The resulting position is

\[
x = x_0 + v_{\text{max}} \cdot \cos(\phi) \cdot \left( t - \frac{1 - e^{-\gamma t}}{\gamma} \right) + v_x \cdot \frac{1 - e^{-\gamma t}}{\gamma}, \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
y = y_0 + v_{\text{max}} \cdot \sin(\phi) \cdot \left( t - \frac{1 - e^{-\gamma t}}{\gamma} \right) + v_y \cdot \frac{1 - e^{-\gamma t}}{\gamma}.
\]

(1)

Above, \( \gamma = 1.3 \text{ sec}^{-1} \) is a parameter proportional to the resistive force, equal to the value used in Fujimura and Sugihara [2005]. Maximum speed is assumed to have a magnitude of \( v_{\text{max}} = 35.5 \text{ ft/sec} \). The initial speed, \( v \), is calculated for each player in each frame using \( v = (v_x, v_y) = (\Delta x, \Delta y) \cdot f_{\text{max}} \), where \( \Delta x \) and \( \Delta y \) are the differences in position between the current and previous frames, and \( f_{\text{max}} = 30 \) Hz is the tracking data frame rate. In order to account for player reaction time, we assume that each player continues along their original path for \( t_r = 0.189 \text{ seconds} \) [Lipps et al., 2011] before they begin moving according to (1). Note that we limit the movement of the goal keeper as we do not expect them venture away from the goal in an attempt to intercept the puck. We limit their movement to within eight feet of the net.

We model the motion of the puck from the initial location, \((x_0, y_0)\), and speed, \((v_x, v_y)\), using a physical model accounting for both air resistance, using Stokes’ drag [Stokes, 1850], and friction from the ice,

\[
x = x_0 + \left( v_x + \frac{\mu_y}{\kappa} \frac{v_y}{|v|} \right) \cdot \left( t - \frac{1 - e^{-\kappa t}}{\kappa} \right) - \frac{\mu_y}{\kappa} v_y t, \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
y = y_0 + \left( v_y + \frac{\mu_y}{\kappa} \frac{v_x}{|v|} \right) \cdot \left( t - \frac{1 - e^{-\kappa t}}{\kappa} \right) - \frac{\mu_y}{\kappa} v_x t,
\]

(2)

where \( \mu_y = 0.1 \) is the coefficient of friction and \( \kappa = k/m \), such that \( m \) is the mass of the puck and \( k \) is Stokes’ drag coefficient [Allain, 2020].

Next, given the puck’s current location and a pass speed, we evaluate where the puck will have been able to reach after some time, \( t \), has passed. We do this at a regular time interval of 0.05 seconds, in all possible directions (at an angular resolution of 0.05 radians). This approach allows us to divide the ice into a grid of triplets of the form \( Tr = (x, y, t) \), where \( x, y \) are the spatial coordinates as shown in Figure 2.

Additionally, any pass, in which the passer selects the angle and speed, can be described by a set of such triplets \( Tr = \{ Tr_j : j \in 1, 2, \ldots, K \} \) where \( K \) is the number of time intervals until the puck hits the board.

B. Rink Control

Once models for both player and puck movement have been established, we quantify rink control [3], a measure of how much a team controls a certain region of the ice. This function, inspired by Spearman et al. [2017] in soccer applications, stems from a physics model relating to the charge of a particle where \(-1\) indicates a negative charge and \(+1\) the opposite. We shift this scale from \([-1, 1]\) to \([0, 1]\), where 0 indicates full control by the defence and 1 is indicative of full offensive control, resulting in

\[
RC(Tr_j) = \left[ \frac{\sum_{i} l_i \cdot \tau_{ij}^{-\beta}}{\sum_{i} \tau_{ij}^{-\beta}} + 1 \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}.
\]

(3)

Here \( l_i \) is a team label (+1 for offence and -1 for defence) corresponding to player \( i \); and \( \tau_{ij} \) measures the delay between the time it takes for player \( i \) to reach the point \((x_j, y_j)\) and the time the puck arrives there, \( t_j \). To calculate \( \tau_{ij} \), we first calculate the time \( t_{ij} \) it will take player \( i \) to arrive at the desired point using the motion modeling described above, and then subtract the puck’s arrival time \( t_j \). We use \( \beta \) as a parameter to measure the importance of being the first to reach the puck, where \( \beta = 0 \) yields a RC equal to the proportion of offensive team players on the ice and \( \beta = \infty \).
yields a RC of 1 if the closest player belongs to the offensive team and 0 otherwise. The selected value of \( \beta = 2.5 \) is borrowed from the original soccer application [Spearman 2016].

![Rink Control for Finland vs. Switzerland](image)

Fig. 3. Rink control for the current frame of the play. Dark red indicates a zone with high Swiss control and dark blue indicates a high Finnish control.

C. Probabilistic Passing

As explained above, the trajectory of a pass can be described by a set of triplets \( T_{jk} = \{(x_j, y_j, t_j) : j \in 1, 2, \ldots, K \} \). At any triplet \( T_{jk} \) on the ice, we use the player and puck motion models to determine the probability that each player is able to pick-up the puck while accounting for all other players. These probabilities allow us to evaluate the current situation in two distinct ways. First, we assess the pick-up probability for each player assuming the puck reached a point of interest. Then, we follow along the trajectory of the pass and take into account the possibility of the pass being intercepted along the way.

We begin by taking in the current location and velocities of each player and considering what would happen if they all converged on a triplet \( T_{jk} = (x_j, y_j, t_j) \). Using the player motion model, we determine how close each player \( i \) could get to the point of interest by the time \( t_j \) (when the puck arrives), this final player specific distance is denoted by \( d_{ij} \). We associate a pick-up probability density around the puck making it to a further point along the same trajectory.

\[
P_{d_{ij}}^{\text{base}} = \Phi \left( \frac{d_{ij} + s}{s} \right) - \Phi \left( \frac{d_{ij} - s}{s} \right) e^{-t_j/t_1}, \quad (4)
\]

where \( \Phi(\cdot) \) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution and \( s = 6.5 \) ft is the player reach accounting for average height of women, stick length, arm length, and skate added height.

After calculating the distances, \( d_{ij} \), and base pick-up probabilities, \( P_{d_{ij}}^{\text{base}} \), for each player present in the given frame, we update the pick-up probabilities to account for the order at which the players would arrive at the desired point. The ordered pick-up probabilities are calculated by ranking the players by their distances, \( d_{ij} \). Let \( R_{ij} \) indicate the event that the first player to reach the point of interest controls the puck, \( R_{2j} \) indicate the event that the second player to arrive does so, and so on. These probabilities will now account for order of arrival in the sense that each player to arrive at the point of interest earlier must have failed to pick-up the puck in order for the current player to have a chance at it,

\[
P_{R_{ij}|R_j} = \begin{cases} P_{d_{ij}}^{\text{base}} & i = 1, \\ P_{d_{ij}}^{\text{base}} \left( 1 - \sum_{l=1}^{i-1} P_{R_{lj}|R_j} \right) & i \neq 1. \end{cases} \quad (5)
\]

Note that these probabilities are conditioned upon the puck arriving at the desired point along the trajectory, which we denote by \( R_j \).

At each triplet \( T_{jk} \), we are able to sum over the different players on each team (omitting the passer) to obtain team-wise probabilities. Summing \( P_{R_{ij}|R_j} \) over all players \( i \) in the offence or defence gives the conditional probability of offensive control or defensive interception at any triplet on the ice (conditioned on the puck arriving at \( T_{jk} \)), which we denote \( P_{\text{Off}}|R_j (T_{jk}) \), shown in Figure 4 and \( P_{\text{Def}}|R_j (T_{jk}) \), respectively.

![Conditional probability of offensive puck control](image)

Fig. 4. Offensive probability of puck control conditional on the puck arriving to the particular point on the ice. This accounts for the order of arrival of the players to the puck at the location of interest.

Next, we follow the same steps as described previously, and account for whether or not the puck will reach the point of interest. For example, if there is a high probability of interception close to where the puck originates, then the chance of the puck making it to a further point along the same trajectory...
should be reduced. We accomplish this by following a similar rationale of the ordered pick-up probabilities (5). Before a pass can arrive to point $j$, each player first gets a chance to intercept it at all the points $1, 2, ..., j - 1$. Thus the final pick-up probability for player $i$ and location $Tr_j$ is defined by

$$P_{R,i} = \begin{cases} P_{R,i,|R,j} & j = 1, \text{ or} \\ P_{R,i,|R,j} (1 - \sum_{i=1}^{j-1} P_{R,i,i}) & j \neq 1. \end{cases}$$

(6)

Summing over $P_{R,i,j}$ (6) removes the conditioning on the puck arriving. This gives us the probability of offensive control (and defensive intercept) at each specific triplet along the trajectory of a pass, which we denote $P_{On}(Tr_j)$ and $P_{Def}(Tr_j)$. Finally, summing $P_{On}(Tr_j)$ over all triplets $j$ that make up a pass in the direction $\alpha$ and speed $v_{pass}$, we get our final estimate of the probability of a successful pass, $P(\text{Success} | v_{pass}, \alpha)$, as seen in Figure 5.

![Probability that the pass will be successful at a given angle and velocity](image)

**Fig. 5.** Successful pass probability gives the player an idea of which angles will most likely result in a successful recovery by their teammate anywhere along a chosen angle.

**D. Scoring Probability**

To model the probability of scoring at a given point on the ice, a function that considers both the distance and angle with respect to the goal is required. We model the scoring probability with respect to distance using a function commonly referred to as the squared exponential function in Gaussian process modelling [Williams and Rasmussen, 2006]. In those applications, it is used to model the correlation between points with respect to their inputs. This can be seen as a similar case, as we want to measure the correlation between a point of interest on the ice and the centre of the net. The further one deviates from the exact centre of the goal, the more difficult it is to score. Then prior to considering the angle of the shot, we express the scoring probability as

$$\text{ScPr}(x, y) = \exp \left[ -\frac{(x - 189)^2}{\ell_x} + \frac{(y - 42.5)^2}{\ell_y} \right],$$

(7)

where $\ell_x$ and $\ell_y$ are parameters describing the decay in scoring probability with respect to the distance from the goal. Using prior knowledge regarding scoring probabilities in hockey (i.e. it is much more difficult to score near centre ice or on the boards rather than right in front of the goal), we set these values to be $\ell_x = 2000$ and $\ell_y = 500$, and assume that this applies equally to all players.

Next we consider the angle with respect to the goal, as it is more difficult to score when one is on the goal line, directly to the left or right of the net, than it is when they are directly in front of the goal. This is handled by multiplying ScPr by $(\sin(\theta) + 1)/4$, where $\theta$ is the angle between the goal line and the line from the point of interest to the centre of the goal as shown in the left image of Figure 6. It should be noted that we scale the adjustment to angle in a similar fashion to rink control; this is to ensure there are no negative scoring probabilities when one is behind the net. Areas behind the goal line have an additional penalty, having their ScPr value further multiplied by $1/2$. Note that the scoring probability behind the net is not zero, as we also consider the potential of a scoring play arising from this position. The resulting final scoring probability model (accounting for both angle and distance), is

$$\text{ScPr}(x, y) = \text{ScPr}(x, y) \cdot \begin{cases} \sin(\theta) + 1 & x < 189, \text{ or} \\ \sin(\theta) + 1 \cdot \frac{1}{8} & x \geq 189. \end{cases}$$

(8)

The formulation above is of course somewhat naive in that it does not yet take into account the effects of the defence on the scoring probabilities. In order to account for the defensive pressure at any potential point we multiply the scoring probability (8) by the rink control (3) to obtain what we call location value.

$$\text{LV}(Tr_j) = \text{ScPr}(Tr_j(x), Tr_j(y)) \cdot \text{RC}(Tr_j).$$

(9)

The result can be seen in the right image of Figure 6.

![Scoring Probability and Location Value](image)

**Fig. 6.** Scoring probability (left) on a given location relative to their distance and angle from the centre of the net. Location value (right) is the result of multiplying the scoring probability with rink control.
IV. The Pass Evaluation Model

Having constructed the necessary tools in the previous section, we now begin to join them together in order to estimate the value a pass might have in a real game setting. We do this by observing the location values along the trajectory of a pass, and accounting for various aspects of our probabilistic passing model. This leads to a few different metrics, which together allow us to analyze the passing opportunities in a given game situation. Next, we look at the passes made by each player to analyze their passing and decision making tendencies.

A. Passing Metrics

Location value, shown in Figure 6 (right side), can be thought of as a metric for the offensive benefit of having the puck in a certain triplet \( (T_{r_j}, \text{ or location and time}) \), when accounting for the rink control of that triplet. To incorporate this into a pass evaluation model, we first account for the probability that an offensive player will be able to control the puck there (and thus have a chance at scoring), assuming that the passer will be able to get the puck to this location. We call this **conditional location value**,

\[
CLV_{R_j}(T_{r_j}) \equiv LV(T_{r_j}) \cdot P_{\text{off}}(T_{r_j}). \tag{10}
\]

We do this for all the points along the trajectory of any pass we wish to evaluate; thus explaining the use of \( T_{r_j} \) to denote the location-time triplet (see left image of Figure 7).

Next, we want to also account for the probability of the puck making it along the path to the desired triplet, which we do by replacing \( P_{\text{off}}(T_{r_j}) \) with \( P_{\text{on}}(T_{r_j}) \). We call this metric **location pass value** and it is given by

\[
LPV(T_{r_j}) = LV(T_{r_j}) \cdot P_{\text{on}}(T_{r_j}). \tag{11}
\]

This metric represents our most comprehensive estimate of the value of each point along a pass trajectory (Figure 8 left).

The metrics above are extremely useful in analyzing the different components that make up a quality pass. However, in order to make them directly valuable to a player or a coach, we relate them to the aspects that are under the direct control of the player when they pass the puck - the speed of the pass and the direction in which they aim. We do this by grouping together the triplet-specific metrics above across all triplets of a pass. Note that for both metrics above (and the following metric), the values of \( T_{r_j} \) depend on the angle \( \alpha \) and speed \( v_{\text{pass}} \) of the analyzed pass, as explained in section III-A.

Due to the fact that the conditional location value \( CLV_{R_j}(T_{r_j}) \) \( \text{measures the value of each point assuming the passer can get the puck there, we consider it a measure of the best case scenario of a pass. Thus, the metric measuring the best case scenario of an entire pass, which we call **best case pass value**, is simply the maximum of all \( CLV_{R_j}(T_{r_j}) \) values over a potential pass’ trajectory (see right image of Figure 7).}

The location pass value \( LPV(T_{r_j}) \) \( \text{already accounts for the probability of the puck arriving at the triplet } T_{r_j} \text{ and thus in order to summarise it for a specific pass, we simply sum over all triplets along a given angle. We refer to this sum as the **expected pass value** and it represents our overall estimate of the quality of any single pass (see right image of Figure 8).}

The best case pass and expected pass values, along with the successful pass probability, are extremely useful metrics. At any frame of the play, they allow for review of all potential passes where we can quantify where the optimal pass is depending on the situation at hand. If you are looking for a high reward, and want to increase your scoring opportunity, even at some risk of losing the puck, you might prioritize the pass with the highest best case pass value. If maintaining possession is key, you may instead prioritize the successful pass probability. Of course, if you are simply after the optimal available pass overall, using the expected pass value is ideal. Furthermore, by observing these values for the passes that were executed in practice, we can evaluate each player’s tendencies as well as overall performance.

B. Passing Analysis

One important characteristic of decision making is the trade-off between risk and reward. Some players favour the risky passes that may lead to a goal, over the safe passes...
that will maintain puck control, whereas other players may be more conservative. In order to analyze such tendencies, we look at the entire available body of work of each player and calculate their average best case pass value as well as their average successful pass probability. By plotting these two values against one another, we can immediately obtain a visual interpretation of their passing tendencies.

Fig. 9. The four quadrants of the decision making plot represent four distinct characteristics of passers: the green quadrant is best (low-risk high-reward); the yellow quadrant is conservative (low-risk low-reward); the purple quadrant is aggressive (high-risk high-reward); and the red quadrant is worst (high-risk low-reward).

In the decision making plot, shown in Figure 9, the top right represents the optimal combination of relatively safe passing with high best case values. The bottom right represents more conservative passing because, although they achieve a high probability of completion, they don’t offer a very high best case value. The top left represents high-risk, high-reward passing, where the probability of completion may be quite low, but the value (if completed) can be quite high. Lastly we have the lower left, which represents poor passing both in terms of likelihood of completion as well as potential value. It is important to note that the sample size for this analysis is small, with some players only attempting as few as 3 passes, and our results would be more meaningful with larger quantities of data.

In order to evaluate overall passing performance, we quantify a pass’ overall merit when compared with the player’s alternatives. To do this, we first define the best passing outcome for a play as the maximum expected pass value over all possible passing angles and 4 possible pass speeds: 45, 65, 85 ft/sec, and the actual speed at which the pass was made. Because a player may also choose to hold on to the puck or to shoot, we include the option of not passing in the maximum (to which we assign the location value at the passer’s current position) and define it best outcome. We designate the relative outcome of a play to be the ratio between the best outcome and the expected pass value achieved in the actual play.

Relative outcome allows us to analyze how well a player selects and executes the correct pass in a given scenario, whereas best outcome lets us know how good their available options were. An average relative outcome of 1 means that the player always chose the best pass available, and executed it well, whereas a low value indicates a sub-optimal pass. A high average best outcome means the player often put themselves in situations to make valuable passes, or perhaps, that their teammates’ movement offered them good options for passes. The player and the coaching staff can then review individual plays, using our metrics, to determine the source of the difference between the best outcome and the pass made by the player.

Figure 10 shows the average relative outcome compared with the average best outcome for all players with at least 3 passes within our data. Here a player on the top right (such as Erin Ambrose of Canada) is one that had highly valuable passing opportunities and was able to capitalize on them; a player on the top left (such as Lara Christen of Switzerland) may not have had very valuable passes available to them, but made the most of their tough situation; a player

4These speeds were selected based on summary statistics of the attempted passes throughout the data. They are chosen to represent a soft, medium, and hard pass.

5The actual passing speed is inferred from the event data, based on our puck motion model.

6To account for inaccuracies in the tracking data, we assign the actual play an expected pass value which is the maximum of the values at a small range of angles around the actual pass direction, calculated using the actual pass speed.
in the lower half of the plot failed to maximise the value of their opportunities, if the best outcome was high this might represent a loss of a great chance.

V. SUMMARY

In this work we have presented a robust framework for analyzing direct offensive passes in women’s Olympic hockey. We began by defining our physical and probabilistic modelling, which then allowed us to build a multitude of performance metrics for each pass. We demonstrated how one might use the variety of our metrics to analyze a player’s decision making and overall pass quality for any single play. Coaching staff can use this in conjunction with film study to determine what the correct decision was, given the state of the game, and communicate this with the players using the illustrative graphics created. Because power plays are specifically unbalanced moments within a game, such an in-depth situational analysis of passing is particularly beneficial to both coaches and players.

Following this, we created summary metrics, based on the dataset of passes available, to analyze each player’s tendencies and overall quality of passes. We limited our summary metrics to players but one can easily generalize this work to team-level summaries. In addition to evaluating the best overall passers, we are able to identify risk-inclined players as opposed to conservative ones. This knowledge of players’ passing characteristics can be used in a variety of beneficial ways. On a tactical level, it allows coaching staff to better prepare their team to an upcoming opponent’s passing style; within a game, it gives a coach another important tool in deciding which players are most needed on the ice based on the current score, time and opponent; and for a more long-term view, it can be used by head office executives and scouting personnel to aid in decision making with respect to roster building.

To improve our accuracy, we can look to optimize our parameters using more specific details such as player heights, skating speeds, etc. It should also be noted that small sample size has a heavy impact on results and the incorporation of more data may influence player evaluation results. Additional tracking and event data would also allow for movement modelling, probabilistic passing, and scoring probabilities to account for individual player tendencies. For example, Brefeld et al. [2019] provide probabilistic player movement models, which take player traits and movements into consideration and would be the next logical step for player movement development. Similarly, scoring probability maps could also be created for each player and game scenario, based on data from more shots and goals. Puck movement modelling can also be improved by accounting for it either bouncing off of or sliding along the boards. One particularly exciting use of our pass metrics, would be to include them as predictors in Markov chain modelling or reinforcement learning models. Such a study would allow the analysis of passes to be part of a larger whole of player actions, which together aim to maximise the long term scoring probability over multiple plays.
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